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The Mother of the Sciences. A. J. Bahm. â€¢ Philosophy is the mother of all the sciences in at least three ways: â€¢ It
functions as a comprehensive. â€¢ It criticises the .

Related documents. The new hazards are neither local nor brief such as the air pollution, synthetic chemicals
and radioactive pollutants can cost a thousands of lives, a very heavy price to pay. Scientific products are
impersonal but no humanistic work can be separated from the impression of its creator. He was one of the
signers of the Humanist Manifesto. Be tolerant; that is, be open-minded and hold conclusions tentatively. But
it is sure that it has changed the face of the world. Actually we have risked these hazards before knowing
about the harms they might do. The tragedy of Antigone which occurred in classical Athens still touches us.
People believed that man is a part of nature as a stone, as a cactus as a camel is. Whether the scientific
technique, which alone the East wants to learn, is boon or a disaster, it is an open question. Science and
Survival - Barry Commoner Summary There is considerable scientific disagreement about the medical hazards
caused by the new pollutants such as DDT. Though like science it has the capacity to formulate new concepts
which give us a new outlook. The creation of art cannot be adjudged without a reference or context. The effect
of the scientific ordering to a human activity is to produce detachment from the individual experience, the
effect of the humanistic ordering, on the other hand, is to encourage involvement. Whether for good or ill, it is
scientific technique which is the main cause of the changes that the world is undergoing. Science Only can
adopt the methodological product to reach to some scientific generalization. A part of the three broad
categories animal, vegetables and minerals. But here, they differ also. Bahm Summary Philosophy functions
as a comprehensive science in three ways. The Mother of the Sciences - A. He conveys a message at a private
as well as at a public level. One of the major differences is that humanities deals with emotional matters and
invoke the same response but this is not the case with the Science. The philosophy, thus, aims at comparing
assumptions and conclusions. Be cooperative; that is, find some of his satisfactions in social activities.
Philosophy, known as a science of sciences or as a comprehensive science, aims at knowing the whole and
reaching to some general conclusions. Prior Summary The humanistic and scientific approaches differ from
each other. The work of philosophy, the mother of sciences, will never be done. To find out how nature works,
we must be guided only by careful investigation of facts. Among the first were mechanics, mathematics and
astronomy. For him rose is the result of some chemical reactions. Each science may appear to be in clash with
the conclusion of other science. It is true that arts and science contribute in shaping the attitudes of those who
remain in touch with them for a long period of time. The embodiments of the western culture in the west who
were, at first, in a tiny majority and now are the main, are ignorant of this development. They bring together
different elements to form something pleasant and satisfying. But this view point has hurt the self esteem of
the western man who believed that the man is unique of its kind. But with the advancement of Science and
Technology, one cannot risk to adopt a trial and error method to create something new. Science has ignored its
major duty of controlling human intervention into nature.


